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We onsider radio networks modeled as dire ted graphs. In
ad ho radio networks, every node knows only its own label and a linear
bound on the size of the network but is unaware of the topology of the
network, or even of its own neighborhood. The fastest urrently known
deterministi broad asting algorithm working for arbitrary n-node ad
ho radio networks, has running time O(n log2 n). Our main result is a
broad asting algorithm working in time O(n log n log D) for arbitrary nnode ad ho radio networks of e entri ity D. The best urrently known
lower bound on broad asting time in ad ho radio networks is (n log D),
hen e our algorithm is the rst to shrink the gap between bounds on
broad asting time in radio networks of arbitrary e entri ity to a logarithmi fa tor. We also show a broad asting algorithm working in time
O(n log D) for omplete layered n-node ad ho radio networks of e entri ity D. The latter omplexity is optimal.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
A radio network is a olle tion of transmitter-re eiver stations. It is modeled as
a dire ted graph on the set of these stations, refered to as nodes. A dire ted edge
e = (u; v) means that the transmitter of u an rea h v. Nodes send messages
in syn hronous steps (time slots). In every step every node a ts either as a
transmitter or as a re eiver. A node a ting as a transmitter sends a message
whi h an potentially rea h all of its out-neighbors. A node a ting as a re eiver
in a given step gets a message, if and only if, exa tly one of its in-neighbors
transmits in this step. The message re eived in this ase is the one that was
transmitted. If at least two in-neighbors v and v 0 of u transmit simultaneously
in a given step, none of the messages is re eived by u in this step. In this ase we
say that a ollision o urred at u. It is assumed that the e e t at node u of more
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than one of its in-neighbors transmitting, is the same as that of no in-neighbor
transmitting, i.e., a node annot distinguish a ollision from silen e.
The goal of broad asting is to transmit a message from one node of the
network, alled the sour e, to all other nodes. Remote nodes get the sour e
message via intermediate nodes, along paths in the network. In order to make
broad asting feasible, we assume that there is a dire ted path from the sour e
to any node of the network. We study one of the most important and widely
investigated performan e parameters of a broad asting algorithm, whi h is the
total time, i.e., the number of steps it uses to inform all the nodes of the network.
We onsider deterministi distributed broad asting in ad ho radio networks.
In su h networks, a node does not have any a priori knowledge of the topology
of the network, its maximum degree, its e entri ity, nor even of its immediate
neighborhood: the only a priori knowledge of a node is its own label and a
linear upper bound r on the number of nodes. Labels of all nodes are distin t
integers from the interval [0; :::; r℄. Broad asting in ad ho radio networks was
investigated, e.g., in [3, 5{7, 9{13, 18℄. We use the same de nition of running time
of a broad asting algorithm working for ad ho radio networks, as e.g., in [11℄.
We say that the algorithm works in time t for networks of a given lass, if t is
the smallest integer su h that the algorithm informs all nodes of any network of
this lass in at most t steps. We do not suppose the possibility of spontaneous
transmissions, i.e., only nodes whi h already got the sour e message, are allowed
to send messages. Of ourse, sin e we are only on erned with upper bounds on
broad asting time, all our results remain valid if spontaneous transmissions are
allowed. Indeed, a broad asting algorithm without spontaneous transmissions
an be onsidered in the model with spontaneous transmissions allowed: su h
transmissions are simply never used by the algorithm. The format of all messages
is the same: a node transmits the sour e message and the urrent step number.
We denote by n the number of nodes in the network, by r a linear upper
bound on n (r = n, for some onstant ), by D the e entri ity of the network
(the maximum length of a shortest dire ted path from the sour e to any other
node), and by  the maximum in-degree of a node in the network. Among these
parameters, only r is known to nodes of the network.

1.1 Related Work
In many papers on broad asting in radio networks (e.g., [1, 2, 14, 17℄), the network is modeled as an undire ted graph, whi h is equivalent to the assumption
that the dire ted graph, whi h models the network in our s enario, is symmetri . A lot of e ort has been devoted to nding good upper and lower bounds
on deterministi broad ast time in su h radio networks, under the assumption
that nodes have full knowledge of the network. In [1℄ the authors proved the
existen e of a family of n-node networks of radius 2, for whi h any broad ast
requires time (log2 n), while in [14℄ it was proved that broad asting an be
done in time O(D + log5 n), for any n-node network of diameter D. (Note that
for symmetri networks, diameter is of the order of the e entri ity).

As for broad asting in ad ho symmetri radio networks, an O(n) algorithm
assuming spontaneous transmissions was onstru ted in [9℄ and a lower bound
(D log n) was shown in [5℄, in the ase when spontaneous transmissions are
pre luded.
Deterministi broad asting in arbitrary dire ted radio networks was studied,
e.g., in [6{13, 18℄. In [8℄, a O(D log2 n)-time broad asting algorithm was given for
all n-node networks of e entri ity D, assuming that nodes know the topology
of the network. Other above ited papers studied broad asting time in ad ho
dire ted radio networks. The best known lower bound on this time is (n log D),
proved in [12℄. As for the upper bounds, a series of papers presented in reasingly
faster algorithms,
starting with time O(n11=6 ), in [9℄, then O(n5=3 log1=3 n) in
p
3
=
2
log n) in [18℄, O(n3=2 ) in [10℄, and nally, O(n log2 n) in [11℄, whi h
[13℄, O(n
orresponds to the fastest urrently known algorithm, working for ad ho networks of arbitrary maximum degree. In another approa h, broad asting time is
studied for ad ho radio networks of maximum degree . This work was initiated in [6℄, where the authors onstru ted a broad asting s heme working in
2
time O(D log2  log2 n), for arbitrary n-node networks with e entri ity D and
maximum degree . (While the result was stated only for undire ted graphs, it
is lear that it holds for arbitrary dire ted graphs, not just symmetri ). This result was further investigated, both theoreti ally and using simulations, in [7, 4℄.
On the other hand, a proto ol working in time O(D loglog  n) was onstru ted
in [3℄. Finally, an O(D log n log(n=)) proto ol was des ribed in [12℄ (for the
ase when nodes know n but not ). If n is also unknown, the algorithm from
[12℄ works in time O(D loga n log(n=)), for any a > 1.
Finally, randomized broad asting in ad ho radio networks was studied, e.g.,
in [2, 17℄. In [2℄, the authors give a simple randomized proto ol running in expe ted time O(D log n + log2 n). In [17℄ it was shown that for any randomized
broad ast proto ol and parameters D and n, there exists an n-node network of
e entri ity D, requiring expe ted time (D log(n=D)) to exe ute this proto ol.

1.2 Our Results
The main result of this paper is a deterministi broad asting algorithm working
in time O(n log n log D) for arbitrary n-node ad ho radio networks of e entri ity D. This improves the best urrently known broad asting time O(n log2 n)
from [11℄, e.g., for networks of e entri ity polylogarithmi in size. Also, for
D 2 !(n), this improves the upper bound O(D log n log(n=)) from [12℄.
The best urrently known lower bound on broad asting time in ad ho radio
networks, is (n log D) [12℄, hen e our algorithm is the rst to shrink the gap
between bounds on deterministi broad asting time for radio networks of arbitrary e entri ity, to a logarithmi fa tor. Our algorithm is non- onstru tive, in
the same sense as that from [11℄. Using the probabilisti method we prove the
existen e of a ombinatorial obje t, whi h all nodes use in the exe ution of the
deterministi broad asting algorithm. (Sin e we do not ount lo al omputations
in our time measure, su h an obje t | the same for all nodes | ould be found

by exhaustive sear h performed lo ally by all nodes, without hanging our result). It should be noted that a onstru tive broad asting proto ol working in
time O(n1+o(n) ) was obtained in [15℄.
We also show a broad asting algorithm working in time O(n log D) for omplete layered n-node ad ho radio networks of e entri ity D. The latter omplexity is optimal, due to the mat hing lower bound (n log D), proved in [12℄
for this lass of networks, even assuming that nodes know parameters n and D.
The best previous upper bound on broad asting time in omplete layered n-node
ad ho radio networks of e entri ity D was O(n log n) [11℄. Hen e we obtain a
gain for the same range of values of D as before.
If nodes do not know any upper bound on the size of the network, the upper bound O(n log2 n) from [11℄ remains valid, using a simple doubling te hnique, whi h probes possible values of n. In our ase, the doubling te hnique
annot be used dire tly, sin e we deal with two unknown parameters, n and
D. However, we an modify our algorithm in this ase, obtaining running time
O(n log n log log n log D), whi h still beats the time from [11℄, e.g., for networks
of e entri ity polylogarithmi in size. For D 2 (n), this also improves the
upper bound O(D loga n log(n=)), for any a > 1, proved in [12℄ for the ase
of unknown n and .

2 The Broad asting Algorithm
In this se tion we show a deterministi broad asting algorithm working in time
O(n log n log D) for arbitrary n-node ad ho radio networks of e entri ity D. Let
r be the linear bound on the size of the ad ho network. Taking 2dre instead of
r, we an assume that log r is a positive integer. The parameter r is known to all
nodes. We rst show our upper bound under the additional assumption that D is
known to all nodes. At the end of this se tion we show how this assumption an
be removed without hanging the result. Given a 0-1 matrix T = [Ti (v )℄it;vr ,
where, t = 3600  (1 + log r)  r log D, we de ne the following pro edure

Pro edure Fast-Broad asting(T )

After re eiving the sour e message and the urrent step number a(1 +
log r) + b, for some parameters a; b su h that 0  b  log r and 0 <
a(1 + log r) + b  t, node v waits until step tv = (a + 1)(1 + log r) 1.
for i = tv + 1; : : :; t do
Substep A. if Ti (v) = 1 then v transmits in step i.
Substep B. if i  v mod r then v transmits in step i.

We now de ne the following random 0-1 matrix T^ = [T^i (v )℄it;vr . For all
parameters a; b su h that 0  b  log r and 0 < a(1 + log r) + b  t, we have
Pr [Ta(1+log r)+b (v) = 1℄ = 1=2b, and all events T^i (v) = 1 are independent. The
period onsisting of steps a(1 + log r); : : : ; (a + 1)(1 + log r) 1 is alled stage a.
Algorithm Fast-Broad asting is the exe ution of Pro edure Fast-Broad asting(T^),
for the above de ned random matrix T^.

In what follows, v0 denotes the sour e. In order to analyze Algorithm FastBroad asting, we de ne the following lasses of dire ted graphs. A path-graph
onsists of a dire ted path v0 ; : : : ; vk , where k  D, possibly with some additional
edges (vl ; vl ), for l > l0 , and with some additional nodes v , whose only outneighbors are among v1 ; : : : ; vk . The path v0 ; : : :; vk is alled the main path.
A simple-path-graph onsists of a dire ted path v0 ; : : :; vk , where k  D, with
some additional nodes v , ea h of whi h has exa tly one out-neighbor and this
out-neighbor is among v1 ; : : :; vk . For any path-graph G = (V; E ), the graph
G is the subgraph of G on the same set of nodes, ontaining the main path
and satisfying the ondition that for every node v outside the main path, v has
exa tly one neighbor vl in G , where l = maxfl0 : (v; vl ) 2 E g. By de nition, for
every path-graph G, the graph G is a simple-path-graph.
In general, path-graphs do not satisfy our assumption that there is a dire ted
path from the sour e v0 to any other node. Hen e, for path-graphs, we modify
our model of broad asting as follows, and all it the adversarial wake-up model.
We assume that nodes outside the main path also get the sour e message, but
are woken up by an adaptive adversary in various time-steps not ex eeding t.
More pre isely, the adversary an wake up any node v outside the main path
in any step tv  t, providing v with the sour e message and step number tv .
The adversary a ts a ording to some wake-up pattern Wm , from the family
fWm gmM of all possible wake-up patterns. A wake-up pattern is a fun tion
assigning to every vertex v outside the main path, a step number tv  t. For
every wake-up pattern Wm and stage a of Pro edure Fast-Broad asting(T ), we
de ne an integer fa (m) as follows. If node vk has the sour e message after stage
a, we x fa(m) = k. Otherwise, fa(m) = l, where vl+1 is the last node on the
main path whi h does not have the sour e message after stage a, but has an inneighbor having the sour e message after stage a, assuming that the adversary
uses pattern Wm .
We now des ribe a high-level outline of the proof of our upper bound. First,
using the probabilisti method, we show the existen e of a matrix T , su h that
Pro edure Fast-Broad asting(T ), applied to any simple-path-graph and to any
wake-up pattern, delivers the sour e message to the last node of the main path,
in time O(n log n log D). Next, we show that the same is true for any path-graph.
Finally, we show that Pro edure Fast-Broad asting(T ) ompletes broad asting
in all graphs in time O(n log n log D).
Fix an integer a. Suppose that T^i (v ) are xed for all i < (a +1)(1+log r). Our
rst goal is to show that for a xed simple-path-graph G, the set fm : fa (m) <
fa+1(m)  kg ontains a onstant fra tion of values fm : fa(m) < kg, for any
stage a, with high probability. More pre isely, we all stage a + 1 su essfull,
1  jfm :
if either fm : fa (m) < k g = ; or jfm : fa (m) < fa+1 (m)  k gj  36
fa(m) < kgj in the exe ution of Algorithm Fast-Broad asting.
0

0

Lemma 1. With probability at least 0:1, stage a + 1 is su essfull.
Proof. The proof will appear in the full version of the paper.

The next lemma implies that the last node of the main path of a simplepath-graph gets the sour e message by step O(n log n log D) of Algorithm FastBroad asting, with probability at least 1 (0:45)n log D .

Lemma 2. Fix a simple-path-graph G and a wake-up pattern Wm in the adver-

sarial wake-up model. By stage 3600  n log D, the number of su essful stages
is at least 72n log D with probability at least 1 (0:45)n log D . This number of
su essful stages is suÆ ient to deliver the sour e message to node vk .

Proof. We onsider only substeps of type A. Consider 3600  n log D onse utive
stages, sin e the beginning of Algorithm Fast-Broad asting. From Lemma 1,
stage a is su essful with probability at least 0:1, moreover this probability is at
least 0:1 independently of su esses in another stages.
The probability, that among 3600n log D onse utive stages at most 72D log n
are su essful is at most
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whi h is at most (0:45)n log D , for suÆ iently large n. We used inequalities ebb 

b
+1
b!  b eb , for b  2, and the fa t that fun tion Cx x is in reasing for 0 < x  Ce ,
for positive onstant C . We also used the inequality logDD  logn n .
In order to omplete the proof, we show that, if there are at least 72D log n
su essfull stages by stage a, then fm : fa (m) < k g = ;. Let ax , for x =
1; : : :; log n, be the rst stage after 72D  x su essfull stages. It is enough to
prove, by indu tion on x, that jfm : fax (m) < k gj < n=2x . For x = 1 this is
straightforward. Assume that this inequality is true for x. We show it for x + 1.
Suppose the ontrary: jfm : fax+1 (m) < k gj  n=2x+1. It follows that during
2x+1
ea h su essfull stage b, where ax  b < ax+1 , at least n=36
values fb (m) are

 4001n log D 



smaller than fb+1 (m). Sin e in stage ax there were fewer than n=2x su h values,
and ea h of them may in rease at most D times, we obtain that in stage ax+1 ,
the set fm : fax+1 (m) < k g would have fewer than

n D

2x

 72D = 1
elements, whi h ontradi ts the assumption that jfm : fax+1 (m) < k gj > n=2x+1 .
Lemma 3. There exists a matrix T of format r  3600r(1 + log r) log D su h
n

362x+1

that, for any n-node simple-path-graph G of e entri ity at most D, and any
wake-up pattern, Pro edure Fast-Broad asting(T ) delivers the sour e message to
the last node of the main path of G in 3600n log D stages, for suÆ iently large
n.

Proof. First onsider D su h that log D > 20(1+ ). (Re all that r = n. Knowledge of is not ne essary). In this ase we onsider only substeps of type A.
There are at most
   

D
X

r  n  k!  kn k  D n
k
k=1 n
di erent simple-path-graphs G with n nodes and e entri ity at most D, for
some positive onstant < 1:1. This is be ause
   
r n
n k r n n n(1+ )+n log k  2n(1+ )+n log D < D1:05n ;
n  k  k!  k  2  2  k = 2
for any k  D, and onsequently
D  r  n
X
 k  k!  kn k  D  D1:05n < D1:1n
n
k=1
for suÆ iently large n (n > 20).
Let T^ be the random matrix de ned previously. By Lemma 2, the probability
that Algorithm Fast-Broad asting working on T^ delivers the sour e message to
the last node of the main path of G by stage 3600n log D, for all simple-pathgraphs G and all wake-up patterns Wm , is at least
X
1
(0:45)n log D  1 D n  (0:45)n log D > 1 D1:1n  (0:45)n log D > 0 ;
G

where the sum is taken over all simple-path-graphs G with n nodes hosen from r
labels, and of e entri ity at most D. Using the probabilisti method we obtain,
that there is a matrix T satisfying the lemma.
Next, onsider D su h that log D  20(1 + ). In this ase we onsider only
substeps of type B. Sin e D is onstant, by step D  r 2 O(n), every node of the
main path will re eive the sour e message by the round-robin argument. This
on ludes the proof.

For every wake-up pattern Wm and step i of Pro edure Fast-Broad asting(T ),
we de ne an integer fi0 (m) as follows, by analogy to fa (m). If node vk has the
sour e message after step i, we x fi0 (m) = k . Otherwise, fi0 (m) = l, where vl+1
is the last node on the main path whi h does not have the sour e message after
step i, but has a neighbor having the sour e message after step i, assuming that
the adversary uses pattern Wm . Obviously fa (m) = f(0a+1)(1+log r) 1 (m).

Lemma 4. Fix a path-graph G and a matrix T . For any wake-up pattern Wm
and any step i, values fi0 (m) are the same for G and for G . Consequently, for
any stage a, values fa (m) are the same for G and for G .
Proof. The proof will appear in the full version of the paper.

Theorem 1. There is a matrix T of format r  3600r(1 + log r) log D su h
that for every n-node graph G of e entri ity D, Pro edure Fast-Broad asting(T )
performs broad asting on G in time O(n log n log D).
Proof. Take the matrix T from Lemma 3. Suppose the ontrary: after step
3600n(1+log r) log D, there is a node v without the sour e message. Consider the
subgraph H of G, whi h ontains a shortest dire ted path v0 ; : : :; vk = v from the
sour e to node v , with all indu ed edges between nodes of this path, and all those
in-neighbors v 0 of nodes v1 ; : : :; vk whi h re eived the sour e message by step
3600n(1 + log r) log D, together with orresponding ar s (v 0 ; vl ). By de nition,
H is a path-graph, and hen e H is a simple-path-graph. By Lemma 3 we obtain
 , by step 3600n(1 + log r) log D. (We
that v re eived the sour e message in H
need to apply Lemma 3 to the wake-up pattern \generated" by Pro edure FastBroad asting(T ) working on G: every node of H outside the main path is woken
up in the adversarial wake-up model in the time step in whi h it gets the sour e
message for the rst time when Pro edure Fast-Broad asting(T ) is exe uted on
G). From Lemma 4 we obtain, that the same is true in H . Sin e the onsidered
wake-up pattern is generated by Pro edure Fast-Broad asting(T ) working on G,
we on lude that v re eived the sour e message by step 3600n(1 + log r) log D,
when Pro edure Fast-Broad asting(T ) is exe uted on G. This is a ontradi tion
whi h on ludes the proof.

We on lude this se tion by observing that the assumption that e entri ity

D is known to all nodes an be removed without hanging our result. It is enoughi
to apply Algorithm Fast-Broad asting for parameter r and for e entri ities 22 ,
for i = 1; :::; dlog log re. Broad asting will be ompleted after the exe ution of
Algorithm Fast-Broad asting for i = dlog log De. Total time will be at most
4 times larger than running time of Algorithm Fast-Broad asting when D is

known.
Observe that using only substeps of type B in Pro edure Fast-Broad asting(T )
we an trivially get the estimate O(nD) on broad asting time. Hen e the upper
bound from Theorem 1 an be re ned to O(n  minflog n log D; Dg).

3 Broad asting with Unknown Bound on Network Size
In this se tion we show how our estimate of broad asting time hanges if nodes
do not know any parameters of the network: neither its e entri ity D nor any
upper bound r on the number of nodes. Denote by AFB (x; y ) the exe ution
of Algorithm Fast-Broad asting for the upper bound x on the size of the network and for e entri ity y , running in time 3600x(1 + log x) log y (it exists by
Theorem 1). We onstru t the following

Algorithm Modi ed-Fast-Broad asting

i := 1
i := i + 1,l l := 1
while 22 < 2i l do
AFB(2i l ; 22l )
l := l + 1
AFB(2i l ; 2i l)

repeat

(1)
(2)

The following observations hold:
G with parameters r and D, broad asting
on G is
log log D
d
log
r
e
d
log
r
e
2
ompleted by the time when algorithm AFB (2
; minf2 ; 2
g) is
exe uted. This happens for i = dlog re + dlog log De and l = dlog log De, either
in (1) if dlog re > 2dlog log De , or in (2) otherwise.
l
2. ABF (2i l ; 22 ) performs broad asting in 3600  2i l  (i l + 1)  2l steps.
ABF (2i l ; 2i l) performs broad asting in 3600  2i l  (i l +l 1)  (i l) steps.
3. Fix i. Let l0 be the largest index l for whi h AFB (2i l ; 22 ) is exe uted in
(1). The exe ution of loop \while" lasts at most

1. For every n-node graph

l0
X
l=1

3600  2i l  (i

l + 1)  2l 

d

dlog
Xie

l=1

3600  2i l  (i

e

l + 1)  2l  3600 dlog ie 2i  i

steps. The exe ution of (2) lasts
3600  2i l0

1)  3600  2i l0
l
steps. The latter inequality follows from the ondition 22 0
have
3600  2i l0

1

1

 (i l0

1 + 1)  (i

l0

1

 (i l0 + 1)  2l0 +1

 2 i l0

1 . We further

 (i l0 + 1)  2l0+1 = 3600  2i l0 (i l0 + 1)  2l0  3600dlog ie 2j  i :

4. The total number of steps till the exe ution of \repeat" for i = i0 , is at most
i0
X
2  3600  dlog ie  2i  i  7200  2i0 +1  i0  dlog i0 e ;
i=2
sin e (2) lasts at most the same time as the last pre eding exe ution of (1).

5. For any r and D, the total time of Algorithm Modi ed-Fast-Broad asting is
at most

7200  2dlog re+dlog log De+1  (dlog re + dlog log De)  dlog(dlog re + dlog log De)e ;

whi h is in O(r log r log log r log D)  O(n log n log log n log D). This proves the
following theorem.
Theorem 2. Algorithm Modi ed-Fast-Broad asting ompletes broad asting on
any n-node network of e entri ity D, in time O(n log n log log n log D), even
when nodes do not know any parameters of the network or any bound on its size.
Similarly as in Se tion 2, the above upper bound an be re ned to O(n 
minflog n log log n log D; Dg).

4 Optimal Broad asting in Complete Layered Networks
In [12℄ the authors prove a lower bound (n log D) on deterministi broad asting
time on any n-node network of e entri ity D. This is done using omplete
layered networks. All nodes of su h networks an be partitioned into layers L0 ,
L1,..., LD where L0 onsists of the sour e and the set of dire ted edges is f(v; w) :
v 2 Li; w 2 Li+1; i = 0; 1; :::; D 1g. More pre isely, it is shown in [12℄ that for
every deterministi broad asting algorithm there is a omplete layered n-node
network of e entri ity D, su h that this algorithm requires time (n log D) to
perform broad ast on this network. This result holds even when n and D are
known to all nodes.
In this se tion we present a deterministi broad asting algorithm whi h works
on every omplete layered n-node network of e entri ity D in time O(n log D),
and thus it is optimal. Hen e, any lower bound sharper than (n log D), on
broad asting time in arbitrary radio networks, would have to be established for
graphs more ompli ated than omplete layered networks. Our result is also an
improvement of the upper bound O(n log n), proved in [11℄ for n-node omplete
layered networks.
We use the following de nition of an (r; k )-sele tive family. A family F of
subsets of R is alled (r; k )-sele tive, for k  r, if for every subset Z of f1; : : :; rg,
su h that jZ j  k , there is a set F 2 F and element z 2 Z , su h that Z \ F = fz g.
Lemma 5. [12℄ For every r  2 and k  r, there exists an (r; k)-sele tive family
F of size O(k log((r + 1)=k)).
Let Fi denote a (r; 2i )-sele tive family, for i = 1; : : :; log r. By Lemma 5, we
an assume, that fi = jFi j  2i log((r + 1)=2i ), for some onstant > 0, and
for all i = 1; : : :; log r. Let Fi = fFi (1); : : :; Fi (fi )g.

Algorithm Complete-Layered
for i = 1; : : : ; log r do
for j = 1; : : :; fi do
if v 2 Fi (j ) then v transmits
for j = 1; : : :; r do
if v = j then v transmits

Theorem 3. Algorithm Complete-Layered ompletes broad asting in O(n log D)

time, for any n-node omplete layered network of e entri ity D.
Proof. For D = 1 the proof is obvious. Assume D  2. Fix an n-node omplete
layered network G of e entri ity D. Let Ll denote the l-th layer of G, and
dl = jLlj, for l = 0; : : :; D. Let tl denote the step in whi h all nodes in Ll
re eived the sour e message for the rsttime.
Claim. tl+1 tl  4 dl log 2(r + 1)=dl , for every l = 0; : : :; D 1.
In step tl + 1 all nodes in Ll start transmitting. After at most
dlog
dl e
dlog
dl e
X
X
2i log((r + 1)=2i )
fi 

i=1
dl e
h dlog
X

i=1



h



i=1

i=1

i  2i

i

2dlog dl e+1 log(r + 1) (2dlog dl e+1 dlog dl e 2dlog dl e+1 + 1)

2dlog dl e+1 log



dlog
dl e
X

2i log(r + 1)

 4 dl log

i

2(r + 1)

2(r + 1)

dl

dl

steps, all nodes in Ll omplete transmissions a ording to the sele tive family Fdlog dl e . By de nition of Fdlog dl e , there is a step among tl + 1; : : :; tl +
su h that exa tly one node in Ll transmits in this step. Conseb4 dl log 2(rd+1)
l
quently all nodes in Ll+1 get the sour e message by step tl + b4 dl log 2(rd+1)
l .
This ompletes
the
proof
of
the
Claim.
P
Sin e D
l=0 dl = n and t0 = 0, we have

tD =

DX1

(tl+1

l=0
DX1 

=4

l=0

tl ) 

4

DX1

dl log 2(rd+l 1)

l=0

d
(r + 1)n dD
(r + 1) l

4
log
+
d
+4
log
l
ddl l
lD=0 1ddl l

n

 4 (n dD ) log (n r +d 1)=D + 4 n :
D

We used the fa t, that

lD=0 1ddl l 



n
n
d
D
PD 1
1
l=0 dl  dl

dD

=



n dD n
D

dD

;

whi h follows from the inequality between geometri and harmoni averages.
Sin e, for D  2, the fun tion x  log D(rx+1) is in reasing for x  r + 1, we
have
r + 1 + 4 n  4 n log r + 1 + 4 n 2 O(n log D) :
4 (n dD ) log
(n dD )=D
n=D
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